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A BILINEAR PROOF OF DECOUPLING FOR THE CUBIC
MOMENT CURVE
SHAOMING GUO, ZANE KUN LI, PO-LAM YUNG
Abstract. Using a bilinear method that is inspired by the method of efficient
congruencing of Wooley [Woo16], we prove a sharp decoupling inequality for
the moment curve in R3.
1. Introduction
For an interval J Ă r0, 1s, define an extension operator
pEJgqpxq :“
ż
J
gpξqepx ¨ γpξqq dξ
where x “ px1, x2, x3q P R3, γpξq “ pξ, ξ2, ξ3q and epzq :“ e2piiz for a real number
z P R. For δ P N´1, let Pδpr0, 1sq denote the partition of r0, 1s into intervals of
length δ. Moreover, let Dpδq be the smallest constant such that
}Er0,1sg}L12pR3q ď Dpδqp
ÿ
JPPδpr0,1sq
}EJg}4L12pR3qq1{4 (1.1)
holds for all functions g : r0, 1s Ñ C. From Drury [Dru85], both sides are finite
at least for smooth g. An inequality of this form is called an ℓ4L12 decoupling
inequality. Our goal will be to show the following result, which proves a sharp
ℓ4L12 decoupling theorem for the moment curve t ÞÑ pt, t2, t3q.
Theorem 1.1. For every ε ą 0 and every δ P N´1, there exists a constant Cε ą 0
such that
Dpδq ď Cεδ´ 14´ε. (1.2)
The constant Cε depends only on ε.
By a standard argument (see Section 4 of [BDG16]), Theorem 1.1 implies thatż
r0,1sd
ˇˇˇ Xÿ
j“1
epx1j ` x2j2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xdjdq
ˇˇˇdpd`1q
dx1dx2 . . . dxd ď CεX
dpd`1q
2
`ε, (1.3)
for d “ 3, every positive integer X , every ε ą 0 and some constant Cε depending
on ε. Indeed, (1.1) implies that if F “ řJPPδpr0,1sq FJ where xFJ is supported in a
δ3 neighborhood of the image of J under γ, then
}F }L12pR3q À Dpδqp
ÿ
JPPδpr0,1sq
}FJ}4L12pR3qq1{4,
which implies (1.3) for d “ 3 upon setting δ “ 1{X and
FJ pxq :“ φpx{X3qepx ¨ γpj{Xqq
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for every J “ rj{X, pj ` 1q{Xq P Pδpr0, 1sq; here φ is a Schwartz function on R3
with φ ě 1 on r0, 1s3, and pφ supported on the unit ball centered at the origin.
Therefore, we recover the sharp Vinogradov mean value estimate in R3, which was
first proven by Wooley [Woo16], using the method of efficient congruencing. Later,
Bourgain, Demeter and Guth [BDG16] recovered (1.3) at d “ 3 and proved it for
every d ě 4, by using the method of decoupling. We also refer to Wooley [Woo18]
for a proof of (1.3) for every d ě 3 using the method of efficient congruencing.
In order to prove (1.3) at d “ 3, Bourgain, Demeter and Guth first proved a
stronger version of the decoupling inequality (1.2). To be precise, by Minkowski’s
inequality, the main result of [BDG16] gives rise to
}Er0,1sg}L12pR3q ď Cεδ´εp
ÿ
JPPδpr0,1sq
}EJg}2L12pR3qq1{2, (1.4)
for every ε ą 0. By Ho¨lder’s inequality, it is not difficult to see that (1.4) implies
(1.2). Moreover, by using the standard argument in Section 4 of [BDG16], (1.4)
implies (1.3) at d “ 3 just like (1.2). In other words, (1.2) and (1.4) have the same
strength when deriving exponential sum estimates of the form (1.3).
The methods of efficient congruencing and decoupling use different languages:
One uses the language of number theory, while the other uses purely harmonic anal-
ysis. It is a very natural and interesting question to ask whether understanding one
method better could enhance our understanding of the other method. This is the
goal of the current paper: We will provide a new proof of the decoupling inequality
(1.2) by using a method that is inspired by the method of efficient congruencing.
Unfortunately, the new argument does not fully recover the slightly stronger de-
coupling inequality (1.4). This will be explained later in Remark 2 in Section 4.1.
One significant difference between the proof here and the proof in [BDG16] is that
the lower dimensional input for our proof comes from a sharp “small ball” ℓ4L4
decoupling for the parabola rather than a sharp ℓ2L6 decoupling for the parabola
as in [BDG16].
The authors benefited very much from the note [HB15] written by Heath-Brown.
In the note, Heath-Brown simplified Wooley’s efficient congruencing in R3. In the
current paper, we follow the structure of [HB15]. We will also point out (in Section
2) the one-to-one correspondence between main lemmas that are used in [HB15]
and those used in the current paper.
Organization of paper. In Section 2, we will introduce the main quantities
that will play crucial roles in the later proof, list the main properties of these
quantities, and prove a few of them that are simple. The two key properties (Lemma
2.6 and Lemma 2.7) will be proven in Section 3 and Section 4 respectively. After
proving all these lemmas, we will use them to run an iteration argument and finish
the proof of the main theorem. This step will be carried out in Section 5.
Notation. For a frequency interval I, we will use |I| to denote its length. We
use PδpIq to denote the partition of I into intervals of length δ. This implicitly
assumes |I|{δ P N. If I “ r0, 1s, we usually omit r0, 1s and just write Pδ rather than
Pδpr0, 1sq. For a spatial cube B Ă R3, we also use PRpBq to denote the partition
of B into cubes of side length R. By Bpc, Rq, we will mean a square (or cube
depending on context) centered at c of side length R.
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Let E ą 103 be a large integer. Let T be a parallelepiped where T “ Ar0, 1s3` c
for some 3 ˆ 3 invertible matrix A and some vector c P R3. In the current paper,
the columns of A will be almost at right angles to each other, but can have different
lengths. We write
wT,Epxq :“ p1` |A´1px´ cq|q´E .
for a weight that is comparable to 1 on T and decays like the (non-isotropic) distance
to the power E outside T . Also write
swT,Epxq :“ wT,3Epxq “ p1` |A´1px´ cq|q´3E
for a weight with a faster decay. One key property we will use about these weights
is that, if tT u is a collection of parallelepipeds that tiles a spatial ball B, thenÿ
T
swT,E ÀE wB,E , (1.5)
with a constant that depends only on E. The volume of T is |T | “ | detA|, and we
write
φT,Epxq :“ 1|T | p1` |A
´1px ´ cq|q´E
for an L1 normalized version of wT,E , that is essentially supported on T .
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2. Main quantities and their properties
For an interval I Ă r0, 1s, let cI denote the center of I. Let
˝
TI denote the
parallelepiped that is centered at the origin, of dimension |I|´1 ˆ |I|´2 ˆ |I|´3,
given by
˝
TI :“ tx P R3 : |x ¨ γ1pcIq| ď |I|´1, |x ¨ γ2pcIq| ď |I|´2, |x ¨ γ3pcIq| ď |I|´3u.
For an extremely small number δ and δε ! ν ! 1 (throughout the paper we will
assume that δ´1, ν´1 P N), define the following two bilinear decoupling constants.
For a, b P N, let M1,a,bpδ, ν, Eq and M2,a,bpδ, ν, Eq be the best constant such thatż
R3
`|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘`|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
˘ ďM1,a,bpδ, ν, Eq12
ˆ
ˆ ÿ
JPPδpIq
}EJg}4L12pR3q
˙1{2ˆ ÿ
J 1PPδpI1q
}EJ 1g}4L12pR3q
˙5{2 (2.1)
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andż
R3
`|EIg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘`|EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
˘ ď M2,a,bpδ, ν, Eq12
ˆ
ˆ ÿ
JPPδpIq
}EJg}4L12pR3q
˙ˆ ÿ
J 1PPδpI1q
}EJ 1g}4L12pR3q
˙2 (2.2)
hold separately, for all functions g : r0, 1s Ñ C, and all pairs of intervals I P
Pνapr0, 1sq, I 1 P Pνbpr0, 1sq with dpI, I 1q ě ν. Note that expressions such as
|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
above are constant (up to a OEp1q multiplicative factor) on any
|I|´1 ˆ |I|´2 ˆ |I|´3 parallelpiped parallel to ˝TI .
In this section and the next two sections (but not in the last section, Section 5),
C0 is a large absolute constant whose precise value is not important and may vary
from line to line.
Lemma 2.1 (Parabolic rescaling, cf. Lemma 1 of [HB15]). Let 0 ă δ ă σ ă 1 be
such that δ{σ P N´1. Let I be an arbitrary interval in r0, 1s of length σ. Then
}EIg}L12pR3q ď Dp δ
σ
qp
ÿ
JPPδpIq
}EJg}4L12pR3qq1{4
for all g : r0, 1s Ñ C.
The proof of this lemma is standard so we omit the proof (see for example [BD15,
Propositon 4.1], [BD17, Proposition 7.1], or [Li17, Section 4]).
One corollary of parabolic rescaling is almost multiplicativity of Dpδq. This al-
lows us to patch together the various integrality constraints that appear throughout
our argument.
Corollary 2.2 (Almost multiplicativity). Suppose δ1, δ2 P N´1, then
Dpδ1δ2q ď Dpδ1qDpδ2q.
Lemma 2.3 (Bilinear reduction, cf. Lemma 2 of [HB15]). If δ and ν were such
that νδ´1 P N, then
Dpδq ÀE ν´1{4Dp δ
ν
q ` ν´1M2,1,1pδ, ν, Eq.
Proof. We have
}Er0,1sg}L12pR3q “ }
ÿ
J,J 1PPν
EJgEJ 1g}1{2L6pR3q
À p
ÿ
JPPν
}EJg}2L12pR3qq1{2 ` ν´1 max
J,J 1PPν
dpJ,J 1qěν
}EJgEJ 1g}1{2L6pR3q.
For the first term, parabolic rescaling shows that it can be bounded by
Dp δ
ν
qp
ÿ
JPPν
p
ÿ
J 1PPδpJq
}EJ 1g}4L12pR3qq1{2q1{2.
Applying Ho¨lder in the sum over J , this is bounded by
ν´1{4Dp δ
ν
qp
ÿ
JPPδ
}EJ 1g}4L12pR3qq1{4.
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This gives the first term of our desired result. The second term follows from the
observation thatż
R3
|EJg|6|EJ 1g|6 ď p
ż
R3
|EJg|4|EJ 1g|8q1{2p
ż
R3
|EJg|8|EJ 1g|4q1{2,
and the pointwise estimate
|EIg|p Àp,E |EIg|p ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
(2.3)
for an interval I Ă r0, 1s and for every p ě 1. This pointwise estimate follows from
writing EIg as a convolution of itself with a Schwartz function adapted to
˝
TI , the
triangle inequality, and Ho¨lder. It follows that
max
J,J 1PPν
dpJ,J 1qěν
}EJgEJ 1g}1{2L6pR3q ÀE max
J,J 1PPν
dpJ,J 1qěν
“ ż
R3
`|EJg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E
˘`|EJ 1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TJ1 ,E
˘‰1{12
.
In light of the definition of M2,1,1, this completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 2.4 (cf. Lemma 3 of [HB15]). If a and b are integers and δ and ν were
such that νaδ´1, νbδ´1 P N, then
M2,a,bpδ, ν, Eq ÀE M2,b,apδ, ν, E{C0q1{3M1,a,bpδ, ν, E{C0q2{3,
for some large absolute constant C0.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2.4 is essentially via Ho¨lder’s and Bernstein’s inequal-
ities.
Suppose I P Pνapr0, 1sq, I 1 P Pνbpr0, 1sq with dpI, I 1q ě ν. We first recall a
version of Bernstein’s inequality. The same proof as Bernstein in Corollary 4.3 of
[BD17] shows that for every p ě 1, there is an absolute constant C0 such that´ż
R3
|EIgpxq|pφ ˝
TI ,E
pxq dx
¯ 1
p Àp,E
ż
R3
|EIgpxq|φ ˝
TI ,E{C0
pxq dx. (2.4)
From (2.4), observe thatż
R3
|EIg|4φ ˝
TI,E
“ p
ż
R3
|EIg|4φ ˝
TI,E
q1{3p
ż
R3
|EIg|4φ ˝
TI,E
q2{3
ÀE p
ż
R3
|EIg|4{3φ ˝
TI,E{C0
q 34 ¨4¨ 13 p
ż
R3
|EIg|8{3φ ˝
TI,E{C0
q 38 ¨4¨ 23 .
It follows that
|EIg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TI,E
ÀE
`|EIg| 43 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E{C0
˘`|EIg| 83 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E{C0
˘
where we used 1 “ 3
4
¨ 4 ¨ 1
3
“ 3
8
¨ 4 ¨ 2
3
. Similarly,
|EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
ÀE
`|EI1g| 203 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘`|EI1g| 43 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘
where we used 1 “ 3
20
¨ 8 ¨ 5
6
“ 3
4
¨ 8 ¨ 1
6
. This showsż
R3
`|EIg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘`|EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
˘
ÀE
ż
R3
`|EIg| 43 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E{C0
˘`|EIg| 83 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E{C0
˘ˆ`|EI1g| 203 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘`|EI1g| 43 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘
.
(2.5)
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By convexity and Ho¨lder, the last display can be bounded by´ ż
R3
`|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E{C0
˘`|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘¯ 23ˆ´ ż
R3
`|EIg|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E{C0
˘`|EI1g|4 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘¯ 13 (2.6)
Recalling the definitions of M2,a,b and M1,a,b, this finishes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 2.5 (cf. Lemma 4 of [HB15]). If a and b are integers and δ and ν were
such that νaδ´1, νbδ´1 P N, then
M1,a,bpδ, ν, Eq ÀE M2,b,apδ, ν, E{C0q1{4Dp δ
νb
q3{4,
for some large absolute constant C0.
Proof. Suppose I P Pνapr0, 1sq, I 1 P Pνbpr0, 1sq with dpI, I 1q ě ν. We start with an
estimate that is similar to (2.5) and (2.6):ż
R3
`|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘`|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
˘
ÀE
ż
R3
`|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘`|EI1g| ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘`|EI1g|9 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘
ÀE
´ ż
R3
`|EIg|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘`|EI1g|4 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘¯ 14´ ż
R3
|EI1g|12 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
¯ 3
4
.
Since φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
is L1-normalized,ż
R3
`|EI1g|12 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘ À ż
R3
|EI1g|12.
We finish the proof by applying parabolic rescaling. 
The proofs of the following two lemmas will be given in Sections 3 and 4.
Lemma 2.6 (cf. Lemma 5 of [HB15]). Let a and b be integers such that 1 ď a ď 3b.
Suppose δ and ν were such that ν3bδ´1 P N. Then
M1,a,bpδ, ν, Eq Àa,b,E ν´ 124 p3b´aq´C0M1,3b,bpδ, ν, E{C0q (2.7)
for some absolute constant C0.
Lemma 2.7 (cf. Lemma 6 of [HB15]). Let a and b be integers such that 1 ď a ď b.
Suppose δ and ν were such that ν2b´aδ´1 P N and ν P 2´2N X p0, 1{1000q. Then for
every ε ą 0,
M2,a,bpδ, ν, Eq Àε,E ν´ 16 p1`εqpb´aq´C0M2,2b´a,bpδ, ν, E{C0q,
for some absolute constant C0.
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3. The first bilinear constant M1,a,b
We break the proof of (2.7) into the following three different lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 (ℓ2L2 decoupling). If 1 ď a ď b, then for any pair of frequency
intervals I, I 1 Ă r0, 1s with |I| “ νa, |I 1| “ νb, distpI, I 1q ě ν, we haveż
R3
`|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘`|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
˘
ÀE
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
ż
R3
`|EJg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
˘`|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘ (3.1)
for large enough E and for some absolute constant C0.
Lemma 3.2 (Ball inflation). If b ď a ď 2b, then for any pair of frequency intervals
I, I 1 Ă r0, 1s with |I| “ νa, |I 1| “ νb, distpI, I 1q ě ν, we haveż
R3
`|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘`|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
˘
ÀE ν´C0
ÿ
JPP
ν2b
pIq
ż
R3
`|EJg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
˘`|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘ (3.2)
for large enough E and for some absolute constant C0.
Lemma 3.3 (Ball inflation). If 2b ď a ď 3b, then for any pair of frequency intervals
I, I 1 Ă r0, 1s with |I| “ νa, |I 1| “ νb, distpI, I 1q ě ν, we haveż
R3
`|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘`|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
˘
ÀE ν´C0
ÿ
JPP
ν3b
pIq
ż
R3
`|EJg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
˘`|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘ (3.3)
for large enough E and for some absolute constant C0.
Combining the three lemma, we see that if 1 ď a ď 3b and ν3bδ´1 P N, then for
any pair of frequency intervals I, I 1 Ă r0, 1s with |I| “ νa, |I 1| “ νb, distpI, I 1q ě ν,
we have ż
R3
`|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘`|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
˘
ÀE ν´C0
ÿ
JPP
ν3b
pIq
ż
R3
`|EJg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
˘`|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘
which is further bounded by
ÀEν´C0M1,3b,bpδ, ν, E{C0q12ÿ
JPP
ν3b
pIq
ˆ ÿ
J2PPδpJq
}EJ2g}4L12
˙1{2ˆ ÿ
J 1PPδpI1q
}EJ 1g}4L12
˙5{2
ÀEν´C0´p3b´aqp1´ 24 qM1,3b,bpδ, ν, E{C0q12ˆ ÿ
JPPδpIq
}EJg}4L12
˙1{2ˆ ÿ
J 1PPδpI1q
}EJ 1g}4L12
˙5{2
.
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It is clear that (2.7) now follows from the definition of M1,a,bpδ, ν, ¨q.
First we prove a small technical lemma that will be used in the proof of Lemma
3.1.
Lemma 3.4. For J Ă I Ă r0, 1s,
|EJg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
ÀE |EJg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
for some sufficiently large C0.
Proof. First it suffices to instead show that for J Ă I Ă r0, 1s, we have
}EJg}2L2pφ ˝
TI,E
q À }EJg}2L2pφ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
q. (3.4)
Suppose |J | “ 1{R1 and |I| “ 1{R with R1 ě R. It suffices to only show the case
when I “ r0, 1{Rs. Since J Ă r0, 1{Rs, the angle between ˝TI and
˝
TJ is Op1{Rq.
Therefore
˝
TI is contained in a rectangle that is a Op1q dilation of
˝
TI but pointing
in the same direction as
˝
TJ . Furthermore this dilate of
˝
TI is contained in a Op1q
dilation of
˝
TJ . Thus there exists a sufficiently large absolute constant C such that
˝
TI Ă C
˝
TJ . The same reasoning gives that for k ě 0, 2k
˝
TI Ă C2k
˝
TJ where C is an
absolute constant.
We first prove an unweighted version of (3.4). Fix k ě 0. Then
1
|2k ˝TI |
}EJg}2
L2p2k
˝
TIq
ď }EJg}2
L8pC2k
˝
TJ q
ÀE 23k}EJg}2L2pφ
C2k
˝
TJ ,E{100
q ÀE 23k}EJg}2L2pφ
2k
˝
TJ ,E{100
q.
Next, observe that
φ ˝
TI ,E
pxq ÀE
ÿ
kě0
2´kpE´3q
1
|2k ˝TI |
1
2k
˝
TI
pxq.
Therefore
}EJg}2L2pφ ˝
TI,E
q À
ÿ
kě0
2´kpE´3q
ż
R3
|pEJgqpxq|2 1|2k ˝TI |
1
2k
˝
TI
pxq dx
ÀE
ÿ
kě0
2´kpE´6q
ż
R3
|pEJgqpxq|2φ
2k
˝
TJ ,E{100
pxq dx
ÀE
ÿ
kě0
2´kpE´6q
ż
R3
|pEJgqpxq|22´3k`3kE{100φ ˝
TJ ,E{100
pxq dx
ÀE }EJg}2L2pφ ˝
TJ ,E{100
q.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
We now move on to the proofs of Lemmas 3.1–3.3.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let tlu be a partition of R3 into cubes of side length ν´b.
We write the left hand side of (3.1) asÿ
l
ż
l
`|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘`|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
˘
.
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We bound the above expression byÿ
l
`
sup
xPl
|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
pxq˘ ż
l
`|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘
. (3.5)
We write the latter factor asż
R3
“ ż
ly
|EIgpxq|2dx
‰
φ ˝
TI ,E
pyqdy, (3.6)
where ly :“ l ´ y. By L2 orthogonality (see for instance Appendix of [GZo18]),
we have
(3.6) ÀE
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
ż
R3
” ż
R3
|EJgpxq|2wly,C0Epxqdx
ı
φ ˝
TI ,E
pyqdy
ÀE
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
ż
R3
” ż
R3
|EJgpx´ yq|2wl,C0Epxqdx
ı
φ ˝
TI ,E
pyqdy
ÀE
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
ż
R3
`|EJg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
˘
wl,C0E ,
(3.7)
where in the last step we have used Lemma 3.4. This, combined with the definition
of the weight wl,C0E , implies that (3.5) can be bounded byÿ
l
ÿ
JPP
νb
pIq
ÿ
κPZ3
p1` |κ|q´C0E` sup
xPl
|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
pxq˘ ż
l
ν´bκ
`|EJg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
˘
.
(3.8)
In the end, we just need to observe that
sup
xPl
ν´bκ
|EJg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
pxq ď |κ|E{C0 inf
x1Pl
|EJg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
px1q, (3.9)
and
sup
xPl
|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
pxq „E inf
xPl
|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
pxq (3.10)
both of which follow from the definition of the weight φ. This finishes the proof of
the lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Suppose b ď a ď 2b. Let l be a spatial cube of side length
ν´2b. Let γpξq “ pξ, ξ2, ξ3q and ξ1, ξ2 be the centers of the intervals I and I 1. For
α1, α2, α3 P N with αj ď ja for j “ 1, 2, 3, consider a parallelepiped
tx P R3 : |x ¨ γ1pξ1q| ď ν´α1 , |x ¨ γ2pξ1q| ď ν´α2 , |x ¨ γ3pξ1q| ď ν´α3u.
Note that EIg is morally locally constant on every translate of this parallelepiped.
Tile R3 with essentially disjoint translates of this parallelepiped and let Tα1,α2,α3pIq
be the parallelepipeds in this tiling. Similarly we tile R3 with essentially disjoint
translates of the parallelepiped
tx P R3 : |x ¨ γ1pξ2q| ď ν´β1 , |x ¨ γ2pξ2q| ď ν´β2 , |x ¨ γ3pξ2q| ď ν´β3u
and define Tβ1,β2,β3pI 1q to be the parallelepipeds in this tiling whenever β1, β2, β3 P
N with βj ď jb for j “ 1, 2, 3. Considerż
l
`|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘`|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
˘
. (3.11)
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Notice that there exists cT , cT 1 for every T P Ta,2b,2b and every T 1 P Tb,2b,2b such
that on l,
|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
„E
ÿ
TPTa,2b,2b
c2T1T
|EI1g|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
„E
ÿ
T 1PTb,2b,2b
c2T 11T 1 .
(3.12)
Therefore, (3.11) can be bounded byż
4l
` ÿ
TPTa,2b,2b;TĂ2l
c2T1T
˘` ÿ
T 1PTb,2b,2b ;T 1Ă2l
c2T 11T 1
˘
(3.13)
For such T and T 1, we have a crucial geometric inequality
|T X T 1|
|l| À ν
´2 |T |
|l|
|T 1|
|l| , (3.14)
because
|T X T 1| ď |tx P R3 : |x ¨ γ1pξ1q| À ν´a, |x ¨ γ1pξ2q| À ν´b, |x ¨ γ2pξ2q| À ν´2bu|
the latter of which is comparable to
ν´aν´bν´2b
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇdet
¨˝
γ1pξ1q
γ1pξ2q
γ2pξ2q
‚˛´1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ „ pν´aν´2bν´2bqpν´bν´2bν´2bqpν´2bq3 pξ1 ´ ξ2q´2
À ν´2 |T ||T
1|
|l| .
This implies
(3.13) À 1|l|
´ ż
4l
ÿ
TPTa,2b,2b;TĂ2l
c2T1T
¯´ ż
4l
ÿ
T 1PTb,2b,2b ;T 1Ă2l
c2T 11T 1
¯
ÀE 1|l|
` ż
4l
|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘` ż
4l
|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
˘
.
(3.15)
By L2 orthogonality and an argument that is essentially the same as that in (3.7),
we haveż
4l
|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
ÀE
ÿ
JPP
ν2b
pIq
ż
R3
`|EJg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
˘
wl,C0E . (3.16)
By the definition of the weight wl,C0E , the term (3.15) can be bounded byÿ
JPP
ν2b
pIq
ÿ
κPZ3
p1` |κ|q´C0E
|l|
` ż
l
ν´2bκ
|EJg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
˘` ż
4l
|EI1g|10 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
˘
In the end, we just need to apply (3.9), with b replaced by 2b. This finishes the
proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Suppose 2b ď a ď 3b. We may follow line by line the proof
of Lemma 3.2, except that
‚ the radius ν´2b of the spatial ball l replaced by ν´3b;
‚ Ta,2b,2b replaced by Ta,3b,3b; and
‚ Tb,2b,2b replaced by Tb,2b,3b.
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This is because when 2b ď a ď 3b, the uncertainty principle asserts that morally
speaking, |EIg| is locally constant on all tubes in Ta,3b,3b, and |EI1g| is locally con-
stant on all tubes in Tb,2b,3b. This shows that (3.12) holds with Ta,2b,2b replaced
by Ta,3b,3b, and Tb,2b,2b replaced by Tb,2b,3b. The crucial geometric inequality (3.14)
now follows since we still have
|T X T 1| ď |tx P R3 : |x ¨ γ1pξ1q| À ν´a, |x ¨ γ1pξ2q| À ν´b, |x ¨ γ2pξ2q| À ν´2bu|
the latter of which is comparable to
ν´aν´bν´2b
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇdet
¨˝
γ1pξ1q
γ1pξ2q
γ2pξ2q
‚˛´1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ » pν´aν´3bν´3bqpν´bν´2bν´3bqpν´3bq3 pξ1 ´ ξ2q´2
À ν´2 |T ||T
1|
|l| .
In lieu of (3.16), since now l is a ball of radius ν´3b, and |I| “ νa ě ν3b, we may
apply ℓ2L2 decoupling, and bound insteadż
4l
|EIg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
À
ÿ
JPP
ν3b
pIq
ż
R3
`|EJg|2 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
˘
wl,C0E .
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
4. The second bilinear constant M2,a,b
We will now prove the following result.
Lemma 4.1. Let 1 ď a ď b and ν P 2´2N X p0, 1{1000q. Let I be an interval of
length νa and I 1 be an interval of length νb such that distpI, I 1q ě ν. Then for every
ε ą 0 there exists an absolute constant C0 such thatż
R3
`|EIg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘`|EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
˘
Àε,E ν´p1`εqp2b´2aq´C0
ÿ
JPP
ν2b´a
pIq
ż
R3
`|EJg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
˘`|EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘
.
(4.1)
Once we prove this, by applying the definition of M2,a,b, we obtain thatż
R3
`|EIg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘`|EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
˘
Àε,E ν´p1`εqp2b´2aq´C0M2,a,bpδ, ν, E{C0q12ˆˆ ÿ
JPPδpIq
}EJg}4L12pR3q
˙ˆ ÿ
J 1PPδpI1q
}EJ 1g}4L12pR3q
˙2
.
This concludes the desired estimate in Lemma 2.7.
The proof of Lemma 4.1 consists of two steps. In the first step, we will prove
a decoupling inequality for the parabola at a “small” spatial scale. In the second
step, we will combine this decoupling inequality with an (rigorous) interpretation
of the uncertainty principle and a few changes of variables to finish the proof of
Lemma 4.1.
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4.1. Small ball ℓ4L4 decoupling. Let
pEIgqpxq :“
ż
I
gpξqepξx1 ` ξ2x2q dξ
be the extension operator for the parabola associated to the interval I Ă r0, 1s.
Lemma 4.2. We have the decoupling inequality
}Er0,1sg}L4pwB
δ´1
,Eq Àε,E δ´p
1
2
´ 1
4
q´ε
´ ÿ
JPPδpr0,1sq
}EJg}4L4pwB
δ´1
,Eq
¯1{4
, (4.2)
for every ε0 ą 0, every g : r0, 1s Ñ C and all balls Bδ´1 Ă R2 of radius δ´1.
In the above estimate, the power of δ´1 is optimal. This can be seen by taking
the function g to be the indicator function of r0, 1s.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. As the constant E in various weight functions is fixed in the
proof of this lemma, we will drop the dependence on it and simply write wB or swB
for a ball B. We will also make use of the uncertainty principle here, however this
argument can be made rigorous in the same manner as in [BG11].
Let K ! δ´1 be a large integer. For each α P PK´1pr0, 1sq and each ball B1 Ă
Bδ´1 of radius K, define
cαpB1q :“
ˆ
1
|B1|
ż
B1
|Eαg|4
˙1{4
.
Notice that by the uncertainty principle, the function |Eαg| is essentially a constant
on every ball of radius K. Let α˚pB1q be the interval that maximises tcαpB1quα. If
there is one α˚˚ such that cα˚˚pB1q ě cα˚pB1q{K and distpα˚, α˚˚q ě 1{K, then
}Er0,1sg}L4pB1q ď K2}Eα˚g}1{2L4pB1q}Eα˚˚g}
1{2
L4pB1q
À K2
›››|Eα˚g| 12 |Eα˚˚g| 12 ›››
L4pB1q
.
If such α˚˚ does not exist, we have
}Er0,1sg}L4pB1q À }Eα˚g}L4pB1q.
We sum over all balls B1 Ă Bδ´1 and obtain
}Er0,1sg}4L4pB
δ´1
q À
ÿ
αPP
K´1
}Eαg}4L4pB
δ´1
q
` CK
ÿ
α1,α2
distpα1,α2qě1{K
››› 2ź
j“1
|Eαjg|1{2
›››4
L4pB
δ´1 q
(4.3)
Here CK is a large constant that depends on K.
We will apply a bilinear restriction estimate for parabola to the second term and
obtain ››› 2ź
j“1
|Eαjg|1{2
›››
L4pB
δ´1
q
ÀK }g}2.
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By a localization argument, this further implies››› 2ź
j“1
|Eαjg|1{2
›››
L4pB
δ´1 q
ÀK δ1{2}Er0,1sg}L2p swB
δ´1
q
ÀK δ1{2
´ ÿ
JPPδ
}EJg}2L2p swB
δ´1
q
¯1{2 (4.4)
In the second step, we have applied L2 orthogonality. By Ho¨lder’s inequality, we
obtain
}Er0,1sg}4L4pB
δ´1 q
À
ÿ
αPP
K´1
}Eαg}4L4pB
δ´1 q
` CKδ´1
´ ÿ
JPPδ
}EJg}4L4p swB
δ´1
q
¯
.
(4.5)
This finishes the first step of our argument.
In the second step, we will iterate the estimate (4.5). Let I Ă r0, 1s be a dyadic
interval of length σ P r?δ, 1{Ks. Without loss of generality, we assume that I “
r0, σs. Then
}EIg}4L4pB
δ´1 q
“ σ2
ż
B1
δ´1
|Er0,1sgσpx1, x2q|4dx1dx2,
where gσp¨q :“ gpσ¨q and B1δ´1 is a essentially a rectangle of dimension σδ ˆ σ
2
δ
. We
split B1
δ´1
into balls Bσ2δ´1 of radius
σ2
δ
, and apply (4.5):
}EIg}4L4pB
δ´1 q
À
ÿ
B
σ2δ´1ĂB
1
δ´1
σ2
ÿ
αPP1{K
}Eαgσ}4L4pB
σ2δ´1 q
`
ÿ
B
σ2δ´1ĂB
1
δ´1
σ2CKpσ2δ´1q
ÿ
JPP
δσ´2
}EJgσ}4L4p swB
σ2δ´1
q.
(4.6)
Now we change all variables back and obtain
À
ÿ
αPPσ{KpIq
}Eαg}4L4pB
δ´1 q
` CKσ2δ´1
ÿ
JPP
δσ´1 pIq
}EJg}4L4pwB
δ´1
q
Notice that the frequency scale in the last sum is σ´1δ, which is larger than the
desired δ. We apply L2 orthogonality, interpolation with a trivial bound at L8 and
obtain
}EIg}4L4pB
δ´1 q
ď C0
ÿ
αPPσ{KpIq
}Eαg}4L4pB
δ´1 q
` CKδ´1
ÿ
JPPδpIq
}EJg}4L4pwB
δ´1
q
(4.7)
for some possibly large constant C0.
In the next step, we iterate (4.7) M times, with KM “ δ´1{2. We obtain
}Er0,1sg}4L4pB
δ´1 q
ď CM0
ÿ
αPP
δ1{2
}Eαg}4L4pB
δ´1 q
` CKMδ´1
ÿ
JPPδ
}EJg}4L4pwB
δ´1
q.
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We apply L2 orthogonality and interpolation with a trivial L8 bound to the first
term and obtain
}Er0,1sg}4L4pB
δ´1 q
ď CM0 δ´1
ÿ
αPPδ
}Eαg}4L4pwB
δ´1
q ` CKMδ´1
ÿ
JPPδ
}EJg}4L4pwB
δ´1
q.
By picking K to be large enough, depending on ε, we obtain the desired estimate.
Note that (4.6) is exactly where we need σ ě ?δ and is also why we cannot iterate
until KM “ δ´1. 
Remark 1. From the above proof, (4.2) also holds for every compact C2 curve with
non-zero curvature.
Remark 2. The use of ℓ4 sum on the right hand side of (4.2) determines that the
current new argument that is used to prove Theorem 1.1, which is inspired by
[Woo16] and [HB15], cannot be used to recover (1.4).
4.2. The proof of Lemma 4.1. We can assume that a ă b since when a “ b, there
is nothing to show. By translation invariance, we may assume that I 1 “ r0, νbs.
Notice that |I 1| “ ν´b, therefore the function |EI1g|8 is essentially constant on every
axis-parallel slab of dimension ν´bˆ ν´2bˆ ν´3b. Here the short side of length ν´b
is along the x1-axis and the side of medium length is along the x2-axis.
Let l denote an axis-parallel rectangular box that is also a translation of
˝
TI1 .
To estimate left hand side of (4.1), we first considerż
l
`|EIg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘`|EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
˘
(4.8)
Notice that for every x, x1 P l, we have
|EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
pxq „E |EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
px1q.
Therefore, we bound (4.8) by´
sup
xPl
|EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
pxq
¯ ż
l
`|EIg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TI ,E
˘
. (4.9)
We keep the former factor as is for a while and focus on the latter factor. We first
write it as ż
R3
“ ż
ly
|EIgpxq|4dx
‰
φ ˝
TI,E
pyqdy, (4.10)
where ly :“ l ´ y. We will prove the following.
Lemma 4.3. Let ν P 2´2N X p0, 1{1000q, I “ rd, d ` νas with |d| ě ν, and ∆ a
square in the px2, x3q-plane of side length ν´2b. For every fixed x1 P R, there exists
an absolute constant C0 such thatż
R2
|pEIgqpxq|4w∆,Epx2, x3q dx2 dx3
Àε,E ν´p1`εqp2b´2aq´C0
ÿ
JPP
ν2b´a
pIq
ż
R2
|pEJgqpxq|4w∆,Epx2, x3q dx2 dx3
for every ε ą 0.
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First let’s see how to use Lemma 4.3 to finish the proof. By applying Lemma
4.3 (with E replaced by 100E) and Fubini, we can bound (4.10) by
Àε,E ν´p1`εqp2b´2aq´C0
ÿ
JPP
ν2b´a
pIq
ż
R3
” ż
R3
|pEJgqpx´ yq|4wl,Epxqdx
ı
φ ˝
TI,E
pyqdy
Àε,E ν´p1`εqp2b´2aq´C0
ÿ
JPP
ν2b´a
pIq
ż
R3
“|EJg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TI,E
‰
wl,E .
In light of Lemma 3.4, we have obtained that
(4.9) Àε,Eν´p1`εqp2b´2aq´C0ˆ´
sup
xPl
|EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
pxq
¯ ÿ
JPP
ν2b´a
pIq
ż
R3
“|EJg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TJ,E{C0
‰
wl,E .
It remains to prove thatÿ
l
´
sup
xPl
|EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
pxq
¯ ż
R3
“|EJg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TJ,E{C0
‰
wl,E
ÀE
ż
R3
`|EJg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
˘`|EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E{C0
˘
.
But the proof of this is essentially the same as that in the steps (3.8), (3.9) and
(3.10): one would bound the left hand side byÿ
l
ÿ
κPZ3
p1` |κ|q´E
´
sup
xPl
|EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
pxq
¯ ż
l
ν´b˝κ
“|EJg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TJ,E{C0
‰
where ν´b ˝ κ :“ pν´bκ1, ν´2bκ2, ν´3bκ3q for κ “ pκ1, κ2, κ3q, and use the following
inequalities: we use
sup
xPl
ν´b˝κ
|EJg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
pxq ÀE |κ|E{C0 inf
x1Pl
|EJg|4 ˚ φ ˝
TJ ,E{C0
px1q,
(here we used that the side lengths of
˝
TJ are longer than those of l, which holds
because b ě a), and that
sup
xPl
|EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
pxq „E inf
xPl
|EI1g|8 ˚ φ ˝
TI1 ,E
pxq.
4.3. The proof of Lemma 4.3. In the proof, to avoid using too many subscripts,
we will use px, y, zq to stand for a point in R3 rather than px1, x2, x3q.
We begin with some preliminaries for the proof of Lemma 4.3. For an interval
I Ă R centered at c of length R, we let
wI,Epxq :“ p1` |x´ c|
R
q´E
for x P R. Next for B Ă R2, a square centered at c “ pc1, c2q of side length R,
define rwB,Epx, yq :“ p1 ` |x´ c1|
R
q´Ep1` |y ´ c2|
R
q´E
and
wB,Epx, yq :“ p1 ` |px, yq ´ c|
R
q´E .
Finally we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.4. Let ν P 2´2N X p0, 1{1000q and x a real number such that ν ď x ď
1{1000. Then there exists an integer N such that N | ν´1 and 1
2N
ď x ď 1
N
.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Write ν “ 2´2a for some a P N sufficiently large. Since we
want N ď 1
x
ď 2N , it suffices to choose N from the set t29, 210, . . . , 22a´1u. This
completes the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. By Corollary 2.4 of [Li17] and the same proof as Proposition
2.11 of [Li17], it suffices to prove insteadż
R2
|pEIgqpx, y, zq|41∆py, zq dy dz
Àε,E ν´p1`εqp2b´2aq´C0
ÿ
JPP
ν2b´a
pIq
ż
R2
|pEJgqpx, y, zq|4 rw∆,10Epy, zq dy dz (4.11)
and furthermore, by shifting y and z, it suffices to show this only in the case
when ∆ is centered at the origin. Let ∆ be the square centered at the origin with
coordinates pν´2b, 0q, p´ν´2b, 0q, p0, ν´2bq, and p0,´ν´2bq. Since ∆ Ă ∆, it suffices
to show (4.11) with 1∆py, zq on the left hand side replaced with 1∆py, zq. This small
reduction will make the algebra later simpler.
Expanding the left hand side givesż
R2
|
ż d`νa
d
gptqeptxqept2y ` t3zq dt|41∆py, zq dy dz.
Rescaling rd, d` νas to r0, 1s shows that the above is equal to
ν4a
ż
R2
|
ż 1
0
gpd` νatqeppd` νatqxqˆ
epνatp2dy ` 3d2zq ` ν2at2py ` p3d` νatqzqq dt|41∆py, zq dy dz.
(4.12)
Before we proceed, let us first describe the idea. It will become clear why we orga-
nize different terms in the phase function as above. Notice that νa is an extremely
small number. We will treat νat as a small perturbation and end up looking at the
extension operator for a (perturbed) parabola.
To make this idea precise, we make the change of variablesˆ
y1
z1
˙
“
ˆ
2νad 3νad2
ν2a 3ν2ad
˙ˆ
y
z
˙
.
Denote the matrix above by T and let Gpt, xq :“ gpd ` νatqeppd ` νatqxq. Then
using that |d| ě ν, (4.12) is bounded by
νa´2
ż
R2
|
ż 1
0
Gpt, xqepy1pt´ ν
2a
3d2
t3q ` z1pt2 ` 2ν
a
3d
t3qq dt|41T p∆qpy1, z1q dy1 dz1.
(4.13)
Ignoring the weight for the moment, we will now want a decoupling theorem for
the curve pt´ ν2a
3d2
t3, t2` 2νa
3d
t3q which is a small perturbation of the parabola. But
this comes from the generalization of Lemma 4.2 through Remark 1.
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Note that T p∆q is the parallelogram centered at the origin with vertices at the
points
A :p2dν´2b`a, ν´2b`2aq,
B :p´2dν´2b`a,´ν´2b`2aq,
C :p3d2ν´2b`a, 3dν´2b`2aq,
D :p´3d2ν´2b`a,´3dν´2b`2aq.
We have two cases, either ν ď |d| ď 1{1000 or 1{1000 ă |d| ď 1. We will only focus
on the former case. The latter case is slightly easier, as we have Op1q separation.
We split the former case into two further cases d ą 0 and d ă 0. Again we only
focus on the former case d ą 0. The proof for the other case is similar.
Since d is sufficiently small, the longest diagonal is created by connecting the
points A and B which lies on the line z1 “ νa
2d
y1. Let θ be such that tan θ “ νa
2|d| and
let Rθ be the rotation matrix that rotates by an angle θ in the counterclockwise
direction. Therefore R´1θ T p∆q is a parallelogram with the line connecting R´1θ A
and R´1θ B in the y
1-axis. The y1-coordinate of R´1θ A is
ν´2b`ap2d cos θ ` νa sin θq.
and the z1-coordinate of R´1θ C is
3dν´2b`ap´d sin θ ` νa cos θq.
With x “ |d| in Lemma 4.4, we can find an integer N such that N | ν´2b`2a
(since 2b ´ 2a ě 2) and 1
2N
ď |d| ď 1
N
. Therefore R´1θ T p∆q is contained in a
rectangle ∆1 centered at the origin of length
2ν´2b`ap2d cos θ ` νa sin θq “ 2ν´2b`a
a
4d2 ` ν2a ď 6dν´2b`a ď 6
N
ν´2b`a
and height
6dν´2b`ap´d sin θ ` νa cos θq “ 3dν´2b`2a 2d?
4d2 ` ν2a ď 6dν
´2b`2a ď 6
N
ν´2b`2a.
Partition this rectangle into ν´a squares tlu of side length 1
N
ν´2b`2a. Thus in this
case we have shown that
1T p∆qpy1, z1q ď
ÿ
l
1lpR´1θ py1, z1qq
ÀE
ÿ
l
wl,100EpR´1θ py1, z1qq “
ÿ
l
wBp0, 1
N
ν´2b`2aq,100Eppy1, z1q ´Rθclq.
where the last equality we have used that wBp0,Rq,100Epxq is a radial function.
Therefore (4.13) is
ÀE νa´2
ÿ
l
ż
R2
|
ż 1
0
Gpt, xqepy1pt´ ν
2a
3d2
t3q`z1pt2 ` 2ν
a
3d
t3qq dt|4ˆ
wBpRθcl, 1N ν´2b`2aq,100E
py1, z1q dy1 dz1.
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Applying Lemma 4.2 with Remark 1 shows that we can decouple to frequency scale
Nν2b´2a, that is, the above is
Àε,E 1
N1`ε
ν´p2b´2aqp1`εq´2ˆÿ
l
ÿ
JPP
Nν2b´2a
νa
ż
R2
|
ż
J
Gpt, xqepy1pt´ ν
2a
3d2
t3q ` z1pt2 ` 2ν
a
3d
t3qq dt|4ˆ
wBpRθcl, 1N ν´2b`2aq,100E
py1, z1q dy1 dz1.
By our choice of N and that |d| ď 1{1000, N ě 500. Furthermore, by undoing the
change of variables, one controls the above by
Àε,Eν´p2b´2aqp1`εq´2ˆÿ
JPP
Nν2b´a
pIq
ż
R2
|pEJgqpx, y, zq|4p
ÿ
l
wBpRθcl, 1N ν´2b`2aq,100E
pT py, zqqq dy dz.
Since N „ |d|´1 and |d| ě ν, we can use the triangle inequality to decouple I from
frequency scale Nν2b´a to scale ν2b´a, losing only a factor of OpN3q. Therefore
the above is
Àε,Eν´p2b´2aqp1`εq´5ˆÿ
JPP
ν2b´a
pIq
ż
R2
|pEJgqpx, y, zq|4p
ÿ
l
wBpRθcl, 1N ν´2b`2aq,100E
pT py, zqqq dy dz.
Thus we will have proved (4.11) in the case when ν ď |d| ď 1{1000, d ą 0 provided
we can show thatÿ
l
wBpRθcl, 1N ν´2b`2aq,100E
pT py, zqq ÀE rw∆,10Epy, zq. (4.14)
We have ÿ
l
wBpRθcl, 1N ν´2b`2aq,100E
pT py, zqq “
ÿ
l
wl,100EpR´1θ T py, zqq.
Since p1 ` |y|qp1` |z|q ď p1 ` |py, zq|q2, to show (4.14), it suffices to show thatÿ
l
rwl,50EpR´1θ T py, zqq ÀE rw∆,10Epy, zq. (4.15)
Writing the centers of the l that partition ∆1 as pcl,1, cl,2q, we haveÿ
l
1Ipcl,1,
1
N
ν´2b`2aqpyq1Ipcl,2, 1N ν´2b`2aqpzq “ 1Ip0, 6N ν´2b`aqpyq1Ip0, 6N ν´2b`2aqpzq
where Ipa, Lq is the interval ra ´ L{2, a ` L{2s. By the proof of Lemma 2.1 and
Remark 2.3 of [Li17],
p1Ipcl,1, 1N ν´2b`2aq ˚ wIp0, 1N ν´2b`2aq,50Eqpyq ÁE p
1
N
ν´2b`2aqwIpcl,1, 1N ν´2b`2aq,50Epyq
and similarly for the z-coordinate, the left hand side of (4.15) is
ÀEp 1
N
ν´2b`2aq´2ˆ
p1y
Ip0, 6
N
ν´2b`aq
1
z
Ip0, 6
N
ν´2b`2aq ˚ wyIp0, 1
N
ν´2b`2aq,50E
wz
Ip0, 1
N
ν´2b`2aq,50EqpR´1θ T py, zqq
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where here we have used 1y
Ip0,Rq to be shorthand for 1Ip0,Rqpyq and similarly for
1
z
Ip0,Rq, w
y
Ip0,Rq, and w
z
Ip0,Rq. Thus it suffices to show that
pwy
Ip0, 1
N
ν´2b`aq,50E
wz
Ip0, 1
N
ν´2b`2aq,50EqpR´1θ T py, zqq ÀE rw∆,10Epy, zq.
Rescaling y and z, it is enough to prove
pwy
Ip0, 1
N
ν´2b`aq,50E
wz
Ip0, 1
N
ν´2b`2aq,50Eqpν´2bR´1θ T py, zqq ÀE rwBp0,1q,10Epy, zq.
(4.16)
The left hand side of (4.16) is equal to
p1` |pNν´aR´1θ T py, zqq1|q´50Ep1` |pNν´2aR´1θ T py, zqq2|q´50E .
We observe that
Nν´2aR´1θ T “ Nd ¨
2d?
4d2 ` ν2a
ˆ
ν´ap2 ` ν2a
2d2
q ν´ap3d` 3
2
ν2ad´1q
0 3{2
˙
:“ Nd ¨ 2d?
4d2 ` ν2aS
and
1?
5
ď Nd ¨ 2?
5
ď Nd ¨ 2d?
4d2 ` ν2a ď Nd ď 1. (4.17)
Therefore from (4.17) and that 2 ď 2` ν2a
2d2
ď 3,
p1 ` |pNν´aR´1θ T py, zqq1|q´50E ÀE p1 ` |p2`
ν2a
2d2
qy ` p3d` 3
2
ν2a
d
qz|q´50E
ÀE p1 ` |y ` dp6d
2 ` 3ν2a
4d2 ` ν2a qz|q
´50E
and
p1 ` |pNν´2aR´1θ T py, zqq2|q´50E ÀE p1 ` |z|q´50E .
Thus to prove (4.16), it remains to show that
p1 ` |y|q
p1` |y ` dp6d2`3ν2a
4d2`ν2a qz|q5p1 ` |z|q4
(4.18)
is a bounded function independent of y, z, d, ν, and a. To see that (4.18) is bounded,
we consider the following two cases:
‚ Suppose |y ` dp6d2`3ν2a
4d2`ν2a qz| ě |y|2 . Then (4.18) is controlled by
1` |y|
p1` |y|{2q5p1` |z|q4 À 1.
‚ Suppose |y ` dp6d2`3ν2a
4d2`ν2a qz| ă |y|2 . Then |y| ď 2|d6d
2`3ν2a
4d2`ν2a ||z| ď |z| and
hence (4.18) is controlled by
1
p1` |z|q3 À 1.
This then proves (4.16) and hence also (4.11) in the case when ν ď |d| ď 1{1000,
d ą 0. 
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5. The iteration
We now let C0 be the largest of any C0 that appears in the statements of Lemmas
2.4-2.7 in Section 2. It will no longer vary line by line as before and will now be
fixed.
Lemma 5.1. Let a and b be integers such that 1 ď a ď b. Suppose δ and ν were
such that ν3bδ´1 P N and ν P 2´2N X p0, 1{1000q. Then
M2,a,bpδ, ν, Eq Àε,Eν 136 p5`6εqa´ 136 p7`6εqb´ 53C0ˆ
M2,b,2b´apδ, ν, E{C40q1{3M2,b,3bpδ, ν, E{C40q1{6Dp
δ
νb
q1{2.
Proof. We have
M2,a,bpδ, ν, Eq Àε,E ν´ 16 p1`εqpb´aq´C0M2,2b´a,bpδ, ν, E{C0q
Àε,E ν´ 16 p1`εqpb´aq´C0M2,b,2b´apδ, ν, E{C20q1{3M1,2b´a,bpδ, ν, E{C20q2{3 (5.1)
where here we have used Lemmas 2.4 and 2.7. Next, Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 give that
M1,2b´a,bpδ, ν, E{C20 q ÀE ν´
1
24
pa`bq´C0M1,3b,bpδ, ν, E{C30 q
ÀE ν´ 124 pa`bq´C0M2,b,3bpδ, ν, E{C40 q1{4Dp
δ
νb
q3{4.
Inserting this estimate into (5.1) and observing that
´1
6
p1` εqpb´ aq ´ 1
36
pa` bq “ 1
36
p5` 6εqa´ 1
36
p7` 6εqb
then completes the proof of Lemma 5.1. 
Let λ ě 0 be the smallest real number such that Dpδq Àε δ´1{4´λ´ε for all
δ P N´1. The trivial bound on Dpδq shows that λ ď 1{2. If λ “ 0, then we are
done. We now assume λ ą 0 and derive a contradiction.
We will let rCpεq be the implied constant depending on ε in the estimate Dpδq Àε
δ´1{4´λ´ε and Cpε, Eq the implied constant depending on ε, E from Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.2. Let N ě 0 an integer and δ P N´1 be fixed.
Suppose the following statement is true: If b P N and ν P 2´2N X p0, 1{1000q is
such that ν3
N bδ´1 P N, then
M2,a,bpδ, ν, Eq ď CN pa, b, ε, Eqδ´ 14´λ´εν´αNa´βNb´ 103 C0
for all a such that 1 ď a ď b.
Then the following statement is also true: If b P N and ν P 2´2N X p0, 1{1000q is
such that ν3
N`1bδ´1 P N, then
M2,a,bpδ, ν, Eq ď CN`1pa, b, ε, Eqδ´ 14´λ´εν´αN`1a´βN`1b´ 103 C0
for all a such that 1 ď a ď b whereˆ
αN`1
βN`1
˙
“
ˆ ´5{36
5{72´ λ{2
˙
`
ˆ
0 ´1{3
1{2 7{6
˙ˆ
αN
βN
˙
and
CN`1pa, b, ε, Eq :“ Cpε, EqCN pb, 2b´ a, ε, E{C40q1{3CN pb, 3b, ε, E{C40q1{6 rCpεq1{2.
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Proof. Fix a and b such that 1 ď a ď b and let ν P 2´2N X p0, 1{1000q be such that
ν3
N`1bδ´1 P N. Then 1 ď b ď 2b´ a and
ν3
N p2b´aqδ´1 “ ν3N`1bδ´1ν´3N pb`aq P N.
Therefore by hypothesis,
M2,b,2b´apδ, ν, Eq ď CN pb, 2b´ a, ε, Eqδ´ 14´λ´ενβNa´pαN`2βN qb´ 103 C0
Next, since ν3
N`1bδ´1 “ ν3N p3bqδ´1 P N and 1 ď b ď 3b, by hypothesis, we have
M2,b,3bpδ, ν, Eq ď CN pb, 3b, ε, Eqδ´14´λ´εν´pαN`3βN qb´ 103 C0 .
Finally we note that by our assumption on Dpδq and since ν3N`1bδ´1 P N implies
νbδ´1 P N, we have
Dp δ
νb
q ď rCpεqδ´ 14´λ´ενbp 14`λqνbε.
Since ν3bδ´1 P N, Lemma 5.1 then gives that
M2,a,bpδ, ν, Eq ď CN`1pa, b, ε, Eqδ´ 14´λ´εˆ
ν
1
36
p5`6εqa´ 1
36
p7`6εqb´ 10
3
C0ν
1
3
βNa´p
1
2
αN`
7
6
βN qb`
1
2
bp 1
4
`λqν
1
2
bε.
Rearranging the above equation and observe that the power of νε is ν
1
6
εa` 1
3
εb ď 1
then completes the proof of Lemma 5.2. 
Lemma 5.3. If α0 “ 0, β0 “ 0, andˆ
αN`1
βN`1
˙
“
ˆ
A
B
˙
`
ˆ
0 ´1{3
1{2 7{6
˙ˆ
αN
βN
˙
, (5.2)
thenˆ
αN
βN
˙
“ pA` 2BqN
5
˜
´1` 36
5
p1´ 1
6N
q ApA`2BqN ` 125 p1´ 16N q BpA`2BqN
3´ 18
5
p1´ 1
6N
q ApA`2BqN ´ 65 p1´ 16N q BpA`2BqN
¸
.
Proof. This is as in Section 4 of [HB15]. Let
M “
ˆ
0 ´1{3
1{2 7{6
˙
, P “
ˆ´1 ´2
3 1
˙
, and D “
ˆ
1 0
0 1{6
˙
.
Then M “ PDP´1. Iterating (5.2) givesˆ
αN
βN
˙
“1
5
ˆ´1 ´2
3 1
˙ˆ
N 0
0 6
5
p1´ 1
6N
q
˙ˆ
1 2
´3 ´1
˙ˆ
A
B
˙
“ pA` 2BqN
5
˜
´1` 36
5
p1´ 1
6N
q ApA`2BqN ` 125 p1´ 16N q BpA`2BqN
3´ 18
5
p1´ 1
6N
q ApA`2BqN ´ 65 p1´ 16N q BpA`2BqN
¸
.
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
We derive a contradiction. Setting A “ ´5{36 and B “ 5{72´ λ{2, we observe
that A` 2B “ ´λ.
By trivially controlling the bilinear constant by the linear constant, if δ and ν are
such that νbδ´1 P N, then M2,a,bpδ, ν, Eq Àε,E δ´ 14´λ´ε for all 1 ď a ď b. Setting
α0 “ 0 and β0 “ 0 and using that A` 2B “ ´λ, Lemma 5.3 shows that
αN ` βN “ ´λN
5
p2` 6
5N
p1´ 1
6N
qp 25
72λ
` 1
2
qq.
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Since λ ą 0, we can choose an N0 sufficiently large (depending on λ) such that
αN0 ` βN0 ă ´1001 ´ 103 C0. Lemma 5.2 then shows that if δ P N´1 and ν P
2´2
N X p0, 1{1000q are such that ν3N0 δ´1 P N, then
M2,1,1pδ, ν, Eq ÀN0,ε,E δ´
1
4
´λ´εν1001.
Now choose E ą 1000 to be a sufficiently large power of C0 (depending on N0).
Bilinear reduction (Lemma 2.3) then shows that if δ P N´1 and ν P 2´2NXp0, 1{1000q
are such that ν3
N0
δ´1 P N, we have
Dpδq ÀN0,ε ν´
1
4Dp δ
ν
q ` δ´ 14´λ´εν1000
ÀN0,ε δ´
1
4
´λ´εpνλ`ε ` ν1000q ÀN0,ε δ´
1
4
´λ´ενλ
where the last inequality is because λ ď 1{2. Choosing ν “ δ1{3N0 , then shows that
if δ is such that δ1{3
N0 P 2´2N X p0, 1{1000q, then
Dpδq ÀN0,ε δ´
1
4
´λp1´ 1
3
N0
q´ε
.
Corollary 2.2 (almost multiplicity) then shows that Dpδq ÀN0,ε δ´
1
4
´λp1´ 1
3
N0
q´ε
for
all δ P N´1. This contradicts the minimality of λ. Therefore we cannot have λ ą 0
and hence we must have λ “ 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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